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About This Game

Aivolution is a machine learning educational game in which you design and train Ai creatures to compete in various challenges
and unlock new levels.

Design unique creatures from over 270 Quadrillion possibilities and let them train themselves inside seven different
environments.

Adjust your creature’s rewards and punishments to improve efficiency to compete against other creatures scores and see who
can build the best self trained Ai.

Maybe you will be the one who will unlock legendary Golden Sneakers as a master Ai trainer?

NOTICE: Aivolution is an Ai training simulator meaning you should not consider it as a regular game. You should only consider
purchasing Aivolution if you are curious about how machine learning, evolution and neural networks work in practice.
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the play feels forced, and options are limited, if you like cookie clicker, this is your kind of game, and the only educational part
seems to be the formula at the top of the screen that means nothing to the gameplay.. Just a masterpiece, really.. Post Mortem is
a great game and I am absolutely in love with it! It has quite a unique atmosphere and I found it interesting to "investigate" a
murder case without any mordern gadgets since the game is set in 1920's. The colours are dull and dark creating a perfect mood
for the game in question. The story is very engaging and keeps you interested all along the way. This game is definitely in my
top list because I am a huge fan of such point-and-click games. For me, it's like a piece of art because the story, setting,
characters, topics covered form a true outstanding harmony. I can't wait to play its sequels Still Life and Still Life 2!

Pros:
- different paths;
- all conversations are recorded and you can access them any time;
- to travel to a different location you don't need to go out of the current building (the map is availiable at any point);
- 2 different endings (it's one of the pros as long as you haven't played Still Life since it contradicts one of the endings);
- supernatural element;
- amazing setting, plot, characters;
- the game is quite long

Cons:
- 2 puzzles didn't make any sense even with the help of a walkthrough ( -SPOILER ALERT- 1) I couldn't get the forensic
portrait right: the suspect is supposed to have flat MEDIUM sized ears but the correct pair of ears is twice as big as all the other
ears; the same problem with the mouth: the description clearly said LARGE mouth with thing lips but the correct mouth was
really tiny even though in both cases parts matching the description were present. 2) The puzzle with rings has 3 locks and the
lock on the left is supposed to be blank for some mestirious reason I still need to find out.);
- can't skip conversations;
- repetetive and after all rather annoying music;
- not so many actual puzzles; most of the time you need to locate and apply certain items;
- not so many clues to what to do next ( you have to just go back to all the locations and try to exhaust all possible
conversations);
- it's a very old game so you may have some problems ( I couldn't launch it at first so I had to change resolution to 800x600,
colours to 8 and run it compatibility mode Windows XP).
. Best game ever 10/10 mexican pugs :). Very good game for novice players. I had never played poker before and this was a very
entertaining way of learning the rules and the basics of play. The AI seems a bit random and on occasions seems to know your
cards but that could just be my inexperience.. Tried to get an achievement that you either get by playing the game for a while or
work together with friends to get. Almost got the achievement if it weren't for a friend ending the game.

10\/10 would disown friend again.. Ripped off. Windows 7 32bit. This game refuses to load.
You need to play a game for 5 minutes before you can leave a review... is that perverted joke?
The Edosoft patch will not work with the Steam version, so what is the point of Steam.

There appears to be no help available from Steam.
Game requirements are misleading. They just rip off you money then you can go take a jump....
This does appear to work with 64bit architecture.. A really fun little game, with a great mechanic. Can’t seem to get the
multiplayer to work though.. if you like shmups..get the collection. if you like awesome music...get the collection......if your
even reading this...get get the collection. you get 3 awesome games. was going to wait for a sale but i ended up getting it full
price because a i was about to get the crysis thing with warhead for 9.99. but then i saw that it had an install limit. and said
"know what im gonna get that awesome game collection for the same price."
if your still not sure i haave one thing to say:
THERES THE DEMO BUTTON------------------------------------------------------------------------------->
NOW CLICK IT!!!!!! be sure to ply it in windowed for now tho cause fullscreen is currently not working for me at least. BUT
ITS STILL AWESOME!!!. Sequel of 1nsane. Insane 2 is also awesome offroad racing game. This game has some more modes
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than 1nsane, but "Destruction zone" (one of my favourite) is the only missing. Control is easier than that in 1nsane and you get
can use boost (turbo). AI of opponents is unfortunately primitive. I like more the hardcore difficulty level in 1nsane than this
easy in Insane 2, but I like this game. The sad part is that I cannot find any server to play online. So - if you wanna play online -
message me :)
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It's too exciting, the content attracted me, the zombie beauty, sexy, indoor horror, support, the plot can also be more bold, but
also a bit scary, very creative. It was a very good experience. It's fun to play when you're bored.. Totally I bought 12 pics with 1
dollar.
Was it worth to buy?

You'd better patch it to remove rabbits before running.. The official anti-social DLC pack. If you use these items, you never
have to put any effort into your friendships, everyone just loves you no matter how much you neglect them. I need some of
these for my IRL friendships tbh. This game is rediculously fun, gaint war-machines purging haretics, this is the 40k game i
have been waiting for! titans feel really heavy (except the war-hound), shooting is outstandingly satisfying, with more content to
come! all for CDN$12! unforunatly you can not choose the kind of game-mode you want and trying to join a particular game
online is nearly impossible. Worst of all, the AI is terrible no options for difficulty and are rediculously easy to beat, with
several perfect scores under my bealt. I am excited to see them add more for this game, especialy new weapons and more details
to maps.. Better not buy
Or
Rregret
It
Not
Good

Because it is really boring...

Why I have so many hours on my record for this game? It has trading cards...

Beside that I found nothing really interesting. Story might be interesting, if it was not so bad told.

Following a spoiler!

You commit suicide (it is the most often told explanation for the story), but the story is slowly told... If you jump from a high
building, and fly down, it will not give you so much time to "see" all so very slow. At least it is what I think.. This way is more
the way you would slowly die when taking poison (not all kind) or some other ineffective ways...

. BRAVO! Wow, I thoroughly enjoyed this game. I just finished it and started to tear up at the end. The story, art, music and
puzzles work marvelously together. I am so impressed by how well thought out the entire game was. The puzzles were logical
and challenging. I loved that I had to write things down with a pen and paper and really use my brain! Thank you for this breath
of fresh air, please make more games like this!!!. I will smash everyone's head who is opposed to Nene!
谁反对宁宁就砸烂谁的狗头！. Having bought this within the first minute it was released, I was eager to see what it had to bring to the
table of combat. You'll notice upon opening the game, the likes of errors and some messages come up in Korean rather than
English. To which I just wave them by and continue with the game. It starts with making a character (of which there are 5 slots)
and with each character you can choose whether you want them to be male/female, as well as check out different armour styles
(if any), actions and combat styles. It goes on to customize the characters body type, skin colour, facial structure and just the
general customisation you find in games. To be honest, I didn't expect this game to have any customisation whatsoever, so I was
happy from the start.

Moving on, it takes you through a basic tutorial where you learn to pick items up, hack/slash, use a powerful attack and block. It
then goes on to test you in a real arena! A colosseum! First against a team of 2 amateurs, followed by a knight in shining gold
armour. Do it for yourself to find out what happens next ;).

Anyhow, it has an armoury, skill page, records/leaderboards page and an inaccessable market (for now I assume since it's early
days). I didn't find the game to crash, lag or have any frame drops. However when recording a first look/review video for it, as it
changed from the home screen to full screen it did irreversibly crash. However without recording material, the game was
flawless.

The gameplay was great, but rather than the average; smash LMB to win. It has dashing, positional blocking, counters, taunts,
power moves and as mentioned the 7 different combat styles using different weapons. Deathmatch, Team deathmatch across 3
maps for now and the community of like 30 people who have been on in this first hour have been friendly :P.
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Upon victory/defeat, you can get particular items (I got some better boots for my armour), experience and gold etc.

Animations are good, graphics are good, sound is good;
To summarize, it's a typical Korean hack/slash MMO, which actually requires skill and I'm looking forward to playing it much
more from now. If you have an opportunity to get it, don't just read reviews but check out this youtube video below, as it will
show you everything: from the main menu character customisation, all the way through the armoury, skill sets, combat styles, in
game tutorial and online play and finally to the end screen to receive rewards (All under 10 minutes :P ).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xg9Luyh5w2c

Aivolution - Explained, Game release on January 30th:
Our lead developer made a wonderful in-depth explanation both in technical details and gameplay features.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATUQ4ZZNLeA

If you come up with unique behavior on your design, as developers we would be very fascinated to see what you came up with
as we have seen occasionally very unique behaviors coming out of the Ai.
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